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Subsistence Patterns of the Garnet Residents Using the
Archaeological Record, Written Documents, and Oral Interviews
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Dr. Randall R. Skelton

Fauna! and artifact analysis have the potential to contribute to our
knowledge of the historic inhabitants of Garnet Montana subsistence
patterns. In this study, I will illustrate the possible contributions
of archaeological material, documentary sources, and oral
interviews to understanding patterns of subsistence.
Miners established the small community of Garnet in 1896. The
community grew and developed into a town. The population
increased from 200 individuals to over a thousand by the early
1900s. Four national and local events influenced the town and its
population between 1896 and 1940. By the early 1940s, there were
less than 100 people living at Garnet. The town became vacant in
1947 after the death of the last resident, Frank Davey.
Survey classes from the University of Montana surface collected
and excavated two dumps over a 3 year period. They collected tin
cans, faunal remains, glass, leather, buttons, and ceramic items.
The faunal material and tins cans are considered in this thesis.
My analysis of over 700 identifiable artifects and ^unal remains
includes the recognition of the pre-depositional and postdepositional processes that influence the archaeological record. The
depositional Actors evident at Garnet include butchering,
preparation methods and disposal of the faunal elements, reuse,
discard, reclamation, and noncultural site formation processes.
I conclude that the archaeological sample was too small to be
considered a reliable indicator of subsistence activities because the
dumps represent only a small portion of the population. The sample
doe provide a data base for further comparisons with household
dumps at Garnet and other Rocky Mountain mining towns.
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CHAPTER I

INTRODUCTION
Objectives of the Garnet Ghost Town Study

Herein I present the results of my study of the subsistence
patterns followed by the people of Garnet approximately 100 years
ago. The period investigated begins in 1896, and ends in 1912 and
includes the founding of Garnet and the burning of numerous
commercial building. After analyzing the excavated faunal
resources and artifact resources from the Mountain View Mill dump
and the Sierra dump, I attempted to infer patterns of use and
consumption of food. I used archaeological materials, supplemented
with the written and oral record, from the two dumps to examine
subsistence patterns. I conclude that the most important factors
influencing subsistence patterns are availability of animal and plant
resources, and proximity to transportation routes and major
population centers.
METHODS AND MATERIALS
I assessed and synthesized the faunal remains, artifacts,
written, and oral record to produce hypotheses about the subsistence
pattern of the Garnet people. "Successful subsistence strategies are
essential to any cultural system and to understand patterns of
human behavior, subsistence practices must be studied" (Reitz
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and Scarry 1985:1). Ideally, a combination of written records,
faunal resources, and archaeological material will produce a clearer
pattern of diet. It is important to note that the excavated and
analyzed data are not complete. The two dumps do not represent all
resources consumed or discarded at Garnet. There are cultural and
natural processes that influence the archaeological record and a
discussion of these processes will follow in chapter six.

Data Inventory and Archaeological Record
The artifacts and faunal material collected from the Mountain
View dump and Sierra dump were used to gain information about
human subsistence patterns. I identified the archaeological
material using trade books, pictorial faunal guides, the faunal
comparative collection at the University of Montana, and written
documents. A second task was classifying the material Into
functional categories called classes and types (Hardesty 1981:6).

Hardesty (1981:6) states that type Is, "made up of artifacts
having the same or similar design or technology." The two major
classes of materials in the sample from Garnet are food refuse and
food containers. The food refuse class Includes the faunal material,
and the type is the species as identified from anatomical elements.
The class food container includes tin cans. I measured the top
dimension and height to determine type. I also noted opening
techniques, although these are not as reliable In determining can
type.
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The 1987, 1988, and 1989 Archaeological Survey Classes
supervised by Dr. Thomas Poor excavated artifacts and faunal
material from the Mountain View Mill dump and Sierra dump. The
Mountain View Mill site is located on a north facing slope covered
with duff. The material was partially buried with larger material
exposed and the smaller material below the duff and surface soil.
Trees protected the surface material from ultraviolet exposure and
both the surface and buried refuse were in a good state of
preservation (Mountain View Mill Fieldnotes 1988 and 1989; Sierra
Dump Fieldnotes 1987; T.A. Poor, personal communication 1994).

The Sierra dump is a single component and single level site
(Sierra Dump Fieldnotes 1987; Dr. Poor, personal communication
1994). The 1987 class placed nine excavation units in the areas
where materials were visible (Dr. Poor, personal communication
1994). Students excavated the dump site using trowels and dustpans
to remove the soil. They used a 1/8 mesh screen and mapped the
larger material before removing it from the pits. The material was
partially exposed and subjected to ultraviolet rays as well as animal
and human disturbances.
This dump contained tin cans, butchered faunal material, a few
buttons, glass, shoe leather, and cloth. The glass, buttons, shoe
leather, and cloth did not reveal any clues about diet, therefore, they
will not be discussed at this time.

The 1988 class collected the materials on the surface and
the 1989 survey class under Dr. Poor's direction place two 1x2
meter test pits at the Mountain View Mill site to recover buried
material. It is unknown which residents discarded the trash at the
Mountain View dump. The dump contained tin cans, butchered faunai
material, glass, a few buttons, and ceramic. The identified faunai
material included cattle, pig, sheep, and turkey. Unidentified fowl,
glass, and ceramic material are not discussed in this thesis.

The class laid out the first test pit on the top of the slope.
The second was near the bottom of the slope. The class used
trowels to expose the deposits and screened the soil. They used 1/8
inch mesh and the larger material was mapped and photographed
before collection.

The Survey classes collected a small sample of tin cans from
both dumps including 102 complete or identifiable cans and 1008
fragments. The fragments and non-food containers are recorded but
not analyzed. Cans are sorted into types. The determination of type
is by dimension and shape. I focused on the dietary implications of
the Garnet tin cans.
I analyzed the artifacts recovered from both dump sites to
determine can type and chronology. I constructed a table for each
dump identifying the following; can type, top dimension, weight of
content, content, and total number for each can type. I noted opening
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techniques, which to a degree, are a factor useful in distinguishing
can content.

Documentary Evidence
Historical archaeologists recognize the importance of written
records. Documentary records provide information on mining
history, the layout and nature of mining towns, and the lives of the
people living in these communities. The documentary research has
produced useful evidence about foodways of the Garnet residents,
but significant gaps still exist in the understanding of their
subsistence practices.

The sources used in analyzing historic dietary patterns are
very similar to those used in analyzing prehistoric subsistence
patterns. The difference is the additional information available
from written documents. The clues provided by the written records
are found in a number of sources, including: local histories of
Garnet, the Day Logs from various stores, and inventory records from
the Davey's store. Documentary records such as local histories are
not abundant and these records generally do not provide complete
details.
The information available for mining is ample. I divided
mining history into two categories. The first includes general
information on western mining. I compiled sources for this category
by examining the bibliographies of mining documents, dissertations,
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talking with professional archaeologists, and professors at the
University of Montana. The second category is the local history of
the Garnet Range and specifically Garnet Ghost Town. Local
histories, professional papers, and BLM reports furnished this
information.

Oral Record
The oral record is another data source employed by historical
archaeologists. Information presented by local residents can help
corroborate written local histories and possibly clarify the
archaeological material. An informant can supply information that
is not available in local histories and provides insight into the
lifeways of his or her community.

The written history of Garnet is insufficient, therefore, oral
interviews with past residences provided another link to their
dietary patterns. I sent a directed questionnaire to fifteen people
who either lived at Garnet or had relatives living at Garnet to assist
me in the interviewing process. I received nine responses but only
two of the respondents lived at Garnet during the time period under
study. Mrs. Mary Jane Adams Morin was the only informant who
could be contacted directly. I conducted an open ended discussion
with her seeking information about her family's subsistence pattern.

7
RESEARCH QUESTIONS
Artifacts and faunal remains can provide evidence about the
diet of the people at Garnet. I formulated a list of research
questions using faunal remains, artifacts, and both written and oral
record to address questions about diet. The following list of
questions is neither final nor exhaustive.
1.

What information can the written record provide on

the dietary patterns of the Garnet people?
2. Did isolation and high cost limit the choice of food
resources at Garnet?
3. Can social status be inferred from the faunal resources
given that large quantities of meat are traditionally associated with
high social status?
SKETCH OF THE STUDY AREA
After the first

big placer gold strikes in California (1849), and

Nevada (late 1850s), men went east and north prospecting the
territories of Idaho and Montana. Prospectors traveled light only
packing the items that would help them survive their passage from
one strike to the next. Most miners packed their belongings and
moved on when the deposits were no longer productive. The reports
of placer deposits in Montana attracted prospectors from the other
gold producing areas.
Prospectors explored the mountains and the deserts searching
for any sign of gold and inspecting every stream bed they

encountered. These explorers penetrated the remote mountainous
areas of Montana. The Stuart brothers, in 1858, were the first men
recorded to discover gold in Montana. By 1863, miners found placer
deposits at Grasshopper Creek (Bannack) and a year later they
discovered gold at Last Chance Gulch, later named Helena. A few
years later, in the 1860s, prospectors discovered placer deposits in
the Garnet Range.

Mining activity increased in Bear Gulch as prospectors
searched the drainages for the "mother lode". In 1867, miners
discovered buried deposits, sunk shafts, and adits to extract the ore.
Hardrock mining was not economically feasible at that time, for two
reasons. Once the ore was extracted it needed processing and there
was no stamp mill within wagon transport. Second, the trails
leading out of the range were nothing more than narrow passages.

Although mining activity had in general decreased by the
1870s, escalating silver prices in 1883, and a railroad spur at Bear
Mouth stimulated miners' interest in the Garnet Range. Eleven years
after the railroad spur both Dr. Mussigbrod and the Mammoth Mining
Company each built a ten stamp mill to processes the ore from their
mines. In 1896, miners established the mining camp of Mitchell
(Figure 1.1), later renamed Garnet (Hammond 1983; HRA 1982).

Garnet (Figure 1.2) began as a typical mining camp but the
camp did not remain typical for long. It soon took on the
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characteristics of a town. The cabins and commercial buildings
were typical of most mining towns but here, the miners brought
their wives to. live. They built a school, a post office, and attended
social functions. They raised their families at Garnet and many of
them tried to keep the town alive even when mining activity slowed
(HRA 1982).

There were four major national and local incidents that
influenced the town and the people of Garnet. A fire destroyed a
large part of the commercial district in 1912.

A short time later

Job openings In the World War I defense industry drew numerous
people away from the town, as did the Great Depression and World
War Two. By the mid 1940s there were very few people living at
Garnet. The town ceased to be a settlement when the last resident
died in 1947.

At present, the Bureau of Land Management (BLM) administers
much of the ghost town. There are a few cabins (primarily summer
cottages) owned by private individuals. The BLM's policy is to leave
Garnet in a "state of arrested decay." ( The BLM did not begin
administering the town until the 1970s and before that time (and for
a short period afterwards) the town was unprotected. Former
residents, relatives, and families returned to collect the bottles and
tin cans from the exposed dump areas, thus distorting the
archaeological record (Mary Jane Adams Morin, personal
communication 1994).

CHAPTER 2
GENERAL MINING HISTORY OF THE WEST
"Such stuff dreams are made of"

R. Asprin

Miners and prospectors were instrumental in expanding the Far
West (and elsewhere). (Paul 1963). The mining expansion west began
with the California gold rush. Men moved away from the eastern
states believing they could strike it rich. They left their jobs, gave
up the security and comfort of their homes, and believed their
fortunes were in the gold fields of California. After the 1849 strike
in California prospectors moved north into Idaho and Montana and
eastward into Nevada and Colorado exploring new areas for precious
metals. These groups were very mobile and willing to explore
remote deserts and mountain ranges for any trace of gold. They
traveled from strike to strike taking with them only the supplies
they needed.

The first prospectors searched for shallow placer deposits in
stream beds. A single individual could mine placer deposits without
sophisticated equipment. Prospectors employed more elaborate
devices, if the deposits were bountiful. These devices such as
rockers and sluices increased the efficiency of extracting the gold
from the soil. Hydraulic mining was another method used if there
was an abundant water supply. It washed away the soil from the
hillside and miners channeled the deposits into a sluice box to
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extract the gold. All placer mining methods worked only If
there was "free" gold eroding from an exposed vein, and when
the deposits were depleted the miners usually left their claims.

Those who stayed and found a vein of ore used hard rock mining
methods. Hard rock mining was more complex and time consuming.
The veins of ore had to be removed and processed. Adits or shafts
were dug to extract the gold. Stamp mills processed the metal
freeing it from the other minerals. Transportation was another
consideration that hard rock miners needed to address. The isolated
regions were harder to access until there were feasible routes to
those areas. The freight teams, stage coaches, and the first
transcontinental railroad connected the western territories to one
another and to the East. Supplies and new technology could reach
regions that were inaccessible. Advances in transportation gave
hard rock miners the opportunity to exploit remote mining sites.

A discussion of western mining history usually begins with
the California gold rush. It started in 1847 when John Sutter hired a
carpenter, James Marshall, to help him construct a lumber mill along
the American River, in California.

Nearing the completion of the

mill in 1848, James Marshall discovered gold in the stream bed. At
first, the discovery was dismissed as untrue by people back east.
Eventually, people believed the story and the gold rush began
(Billington 1956; Lingenfelter 1974; Paul 1963; Riegel and Athearn
1971; Spence 1966).
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Tens of thousands of people (mostly men) from around
the country headed to Sutter's mill and other areas in California
to stake a claim. A San Francisco editor stated, the following in his
announcement of the termination of his newspaper due to the lack of
readers.
From San Fraixisco to Los Angles, and from the sea shore to the base of
the Sierra Nevadas, resounds with the sordid cry of 'gold! Gold! GOLD!'
While the field is left half planted, the house half built, and everything
neglected but the manufacture of shovels and pickaxes (Billington 1956:

220).
Placer mining was predominate, in California, until around
1852. At that time, placer deposits decreased and miners switched
to more expensive and time intensive mining (shafts and adits). By
the 1890s, hard rock mining was the dominant method of extracting
gold (Paul 1963). This mining change and the fact that it was more
difficult for an individual miner to make a living prompted many to
leave the area. Most of these disheartened California miners headed
northeast toward Colorado, Idaho, Nevada, and Montana, joining other
prospectors from the eastern and midwestern regions (Billington
1956; Paul, 1963).

In 1859, a gold discovery in Colorado started another mad rush
for gold (Riegel and Athearn 1971). The Colorado miners headed to
Pikes Peak, but the shallow placer deposits were scarce. Most
miners left Colorado dissatisfied with the lack of free gold
(Billington 1954). in the late 1860s and early 1870s, a depression
affected, the nation. Gold prices dropped and the Colorado

miners responded by developing the silver deposits they had
ignored earlier. By the late 1870s, a silver boom occurred. The
silver-lead deposits became an important commercial product.
After twenty years, Colorado no longer relied solely on gold or
silver. They developed other metals and the mining camps continued
to prosper and grow into towns (Paul 1963).
California miners also moved into Nevada searching for placer
deposits. The experienced miners preferred placer mining but they
were not unwilling to use hard rock mining techniques. In the late
1850s, the miners found great silver deposits, in Nevada near the
Washoe Mountains. Months later, the miners called the deposits the
Comstock Lode (Billington 1956; Paul 1963; Riegel and Athearn
1971). The mining techniques refined in California were used at the
Comstock lode and miners removed approximately $300,000,000 in
silver and gold over a twenty year period (Billington 1956).

Groiifth and Oeuelopment of Mining Camps
Smith (1967:43) suggests that there is a general pattern of
growth for Rocky Mountain mining camps. The first step is the
discovery of gold. The news spreads, enticing men from all over, and
the rush begins. Merchants and others follow and immediately build
and open their saloons and stores. "On the heels of the original rush
came freighters who kept the supply lines open and gave the impetus
to the development of the budding settlement" (Smith 1967:45). At
the beginning of the rush, organization of the camp was not a
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concern. Later, miners and merchants desired organization to
regulate camp proceedings. Occasionally, local governments
developed or a community consensus would begin for the purpose of
levying taxes. The rate of camp growth depended on the productivity
of the mines, if the mine was depleted and the camp did not have
some other economic base, the population declined.

The cost of camp living was very high compared to the east
(Smith 1967). Many people visiting and living in the camps
complained that the prices of food and lodging were much to high.
"In 1866, a visitor to Central City, Colorado thought it was the most
outrageously expensive place to live in the State" (Smith 1967:196).
The reasons for high prices were transportation cost, isolation, and
the miner's dependence on the local stores.
Camps were generally isolated because of the terrain, distance
from a major population center, and climatic conditions. Miners did
not want to spend much time acquiring food or housing, they were
too busy searching and mining for gold. The miner was not selfsufficient. He found it easier to buy his food resources and
equipment from the general store. "The merchant, on the other hand,
knew he could profit greatly by supplying the commercial and
outfitting needs of the new settlement" (Heath 1989:203). This was
especially true during the winter months. The merchant gathered
inexpensive supplies, such as flour, beans, and coffee which he sold
at very high prices (Heath 1989; Smith 1967).

Montana Mining History
By mid-1862, the productivity of the dominant gold producing
areas—California, Nevada, and Colorado—started declining.

Miners

packed up their belongings and prospected the southern and central
portions of southern Montana and the south central areas of Idaho. In
the early 1860s, these prospectors made major gold discoveries.
This news of gold prompted other prospectors from California,
Nevada, and Colorado to explore the western Rocky Mountains of
Idaho and Montana (Malone, Roeder, and Lang 1991). Hubert Howe
Bancroft, a historian, summarizes the behavior of Idaho miners.
They are like quick silver. A mass of them dropped in any kxraiity,
broke up into indivkluai gtobules, and ran off after any atom of goW
in their vicinity They stayed nowhere tonger than the goW attracted
them (Paul 1963:138).

Montana boomed around the mid-1860s, and like other Montana
mining regions, lost momentum after only a few years (Malone,
Roeder, Lang 1991; Paul 1963:38).

James and Granville Stuart and Reece Anderson were the first
men on record to discover gold in Montana (Davis 1963; HRA 1982,
Leeson 1885, Malone, Roeder and Lang 1991; Paul 1963; Riegel and
Athearn 1971; The Inventory of Public Archives 1939; Winser 1889).
In 1858, they found shallow gold deposits at Gold Creek. The Stuart
brothers continued mining at Gold Creek. By 1862, other men
interested in free gold flocked to the area. They established a small
settlement, but the deposits were not abundant and miners departed
quickly.

Five years after the Stuart's discovery, miners began
heading toward Idaho passing through portions of southwest
Montana. John White and his party left Colorado to join the Idaho
gold rush. They hoped to find an easier route through the Bitterroot
Mountains that took them into Montana. They reached Grasshopper
Creek in the Beaverhead Valley and discovered substantial placer
deposits, in the summer of 1862 (Billington 1949; Davis 1963;
Malone, Roeder, and Lang 1991; Paul 1988; Spence 1978; Young
1970). Their discovery marked the beginning of Montana's gold rush
and laid the foundation for the first boomtown.

The boomtown, later called Bannack, reached an approximate
population of four hundred people by the fall of 1862 (Malone,
Roeder, and Lang 1991). By the spring of that year, the shallow
deposits were already declining. Late comers did not stay long at
Bannack. They found that the only claims left were either
unproductive or very poor. Most moved on exploring the surrounding
areas. In 1863, prospectors located gold east of Bannack. They
discovered a rich deposit along a creekbed at Alder Gulch that
attracted numerous rniners (Riegel and Athearn 1971). This
discovery was detrimental to Bannack. The decline marked the end
of Bannack, Montana's first territorial capital.

Alder Gulch, later named Virginia City, contained the richest
placer deposits of gold in Montana (Paul 1988). Thousands of people
moved to the area and small boomtowns appeared with Virginia City
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and Nevada City being the best known (Maione, Roeder, and Lang
1991). Most miners who arrived later were discouraged by the
lack of rich claims. They continued exploring the area and many
discovered new deposits worth developing.

In spring of 1864, four miners left Virginia City to explore
regions farther north. They found gold in what is now Helena but
they decided not to stop searching (Davis 1963; Paul 1988; Riegel
and Athearn 1971). They continued panning up and down the river but
they did not discovery major placer deposits. The four men,
nicknamed "The Georgians," returned that summer to the area where
they first found gold and determined to mine. Before they could
mine in earnest, two members returned to Virginia city to gather
supplies. The news of their discovery prompted hundreds of
discouraged Virginia City miners to follow them back to their camp
at Last Chance Gulch (Maione, Roeder, and Lang 1991). The camp
continued to thrive and the extensive deposits produced
approximately $19 million in four years. However as with many
other mining camps, the deposits quickly dwindled (Maione, Roeder,
and Lang 1991). Unlike most camps it was not dependent on the
extraction of gold for its survival. The town of Helena served as a
supply center that received goods from Fort Benton and supplied the
surrounding areas (HRA 1982).

CHAPTER 3

THE GARNET RANGE

The western Montana Territory gold boom began in the 1860s.
The first strike in the Garnet Range occurred in 1865. The
prospectors discovered gold bearing deposits north of the Clark Fork
River. Colonel G. W. Morse and his partners, traveling through the
area on the Mullan Road, noted that a number of men were working in
an area called Bear Gulch (Clark 1990; Davis 1963; HRA 1982).
Morse decided to searched the other drainages and discovered
deposits in a seasonal stream he named Bilk Creek. Other
prospectors were moving into the area and began panning for gold in
every drainage they came across. They followed the steep drainages
continually searching for gold deposits that were accessible and
establishing small mining camps wherever there was a wide spot in
the gulches (Clark 1990 and HRA 1982).

Miners established mining camps throughout Bear Gulch.
These camps were places to sleep and eat. Occasionally, the larger
camps had one or more saloons where a miner could play cards and
have a break from mining activity. Bear Town, located along Bear
Creek, was one of many camps in the Garnet Range. Bear Town
differed from the other camps. Since it was closer to Mullan Road,
Bear Town could receive supplies more easily (HRA 1982).
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The road up the gulch was very rough making it difficult
for supply wagons to reach the small isolated camps. These
camps depended on Bear Town merchants for supplies. Individual
miners would go to Bear Town for supplies or occasionally a
merchant from Bear Town would deliver supplies to the small camps
of Elk Creek, Reynolds, Yreka or Springtown. The merchants
generally charged inflated prices (HRA 1982).

By 1868, Bear Town had a number of stores, saloons, and a
blacksmith shop serving the miners. One-story log structures were
the norm in the community. The only two-story buildings in Bear
Town were a saloon and a hotel. The miners did not spend much time
building their homes. They built the structures as quickly as they
could to provide some shelter. Generally, the homes were drafty and
it was very difficult for the miners to keep themselves warm. The
log cabins were also fire hazards, and if one caught on fire a number
of cabins near it would burn, sometimes destroying a whole camp
(HRA 1982). These cabins, like those at every other mining camp,
were only temporary lodges. The structures served the miners needs
until he moved on to the next gold strike.

This abandonment process

occurred at Bear Town as the placer deposits diminished and the
miners began leaving to search further up the gulch. By 1871, the
population declined rapidly, eventually businesses were forced to
closed.
Prospectors continued to discover gold in the Garnet Ranges

throughout the 1860s and 1870s. Jack Reynolds discovered gold at
Elk Creek in 1965 and the small camp of Reynolds City soon
developed. Top'O'Deep, Yreka, and Springtown were other areas
of mining activity in the Range. They each had small camps built in
association with mining activity (Hammond 1983; HRA 1982). Helen
Hammond (1983:12) states that, "In 1867, it was estimated that
about 5,000 persons (mostly men) or one third of all whites and
Orientals in Montana lived in the Gulches between and including
Yreka and Bear Town." "As the placer deposits became depleted,
miners left the area so that by the early 1870s only about 450 to
550 persons remained, but Bear Creek, Deep Creek, and Elk Creek
continued to produce" (Hammond 1983:12).

As the Garnet Range placer deposits decreased, placer miners
began applying hard rock mining techniques. In 1867, miners began
exploring the Shamrock, Lead King, and the Grant lodes. Six years
later, Sam Ritchey discovered a gold producing lode he called the
Nancy Hanks (Hammond 1983; HRA 1982). Even though all these
lodes could be productive, they were not developed fully until the
1890s when transportation and refined hard rock mining methods
reached Montana.

The only ore grinding facility in the area was in Bear Town. An
arrastras was used to crush the ore but this device was mainly used
for ore containing free gold (Meyer 1992). This device was not
suitable for the type of ore that the miners were extracting from

the Lead King, Grant, and Shamrock. It was during the 1890s
that Montanans made refinements to in hard rock mining and
smelting techniques to reduce complex ores (HRA 1982).

The lack of suitable transportation was a problem for the early
hard rock miner as well. Wagons were the only means of
transportation in the 1870s. It was not feasible to transport the ore
very far by a wagon. The Northern Pacific railroad completed a spur
to Bearmouth near the Clark Fork River, in 1883, providing a more
efficient link to communities outside the Garnet Range (Clark 1990).
The miners than had a way to transport the ore to the mills and
smelting facilities in Helena and Great Falls. The railroad also
benefited the miners. Mine production increased as railcars
transported large equipment for the construction of private mills.

By the 1890s, the Garnet Range was again an area of mining
activity. The repeal of the Sherman Silver Act changed the United
States economy from a bi-metallic to a single metal economy. In
1893, this gold based economy resulted in a panic for the silver
industry, especially in Montana (Clark 1990; HRA 1982). Many large
silver mines closed soon after the repeal and gold mining resumed in
remote areas. By this time the Garnet Range had access to the
railroad and in 1895, they had two ten-stamp mills to crush the ore
(Hammond 1983; HRA 1982).

Dr. Peter Mussigbrod constructed the first mill to crush the
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ore from his numerous mining claims in Bear Gulch. The Mammoth
Gold Mining Company built the second mill. The Mammoth mill
was built a few miles from the Mussigbrod mill to process the
ore from the company's mining claims (HRA 1982). The ten-stamp
mill did not crush the ore efficiently enough to extract all the gold.
The mill owners shipped the ore to Great Falls, Helena, or Butte for
further processing. The railroad spur was operational during this
time, but there was not a suitable route from the mills to the
railroad at Bearmouth. Or. Mussigbrod and Or. Armistead Mitchell,
his partner, financed the building of a nanrow and difficult road that
connected their mill to the Bearmouth spur (HRA 1982). Even though
it was hazardous, the road was this link to the area thus fostering
further mining development.

Miners continued searching for new claims and developing old
claims abandoned during the 1860s and 1870s in the Garnet Range.
By 1895, there were two new communities in the area, Coloma and
Mitchell (Clark 1990; Hammond 1983; HRA 1982; Meyer 1992).
Coloma was near the Mammoth mill, but it never developed to the
extent of Mitchell (renamed Garnet). The Mammoth Gold Mining
Company had financial difficulties that slowed down both mining
activity and Coloma's commercial growth. Meanwhile, Garnet was
blooming. It was closer to the Mussigbrod and Mitchell road, and
consequently closer to the railroad at Bearmouth.
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Sam Ritchey's discovery of a rich vein in the Nancy Hanks
caused a stir in the mining camp. More prospectors moved to the
area, staking claims throughout the camp. They built cabins
wherever they had a claim.

Generally they them with little

concern for construction methods. The camp was a jumble of
buildings without any overall plan.

The Garnet mining camp flourished from 1896 until the early
1900s. During this time, miners began bringing their families. The
camp became a community. The people attended social functions
such as dances, fishing trips and picnics (HRA 1982). Women spent
most of their time caring for the home and the family. Helen
Hammond (1987:15) states that, "quilting bees, canning, 'fancy
work,' and gathering berries brought the women together for work
and companionship." The children attended school up to eighth grade.
They wanted to continue their education they went to school in Deer
Lodge or Missoula.
The community boosted numerous stores and saloons. Women
did not enter the saloons, but frequently shopped at the mercantiles.
Helen Hammond states "an enterprising person named Matthias
Peterson, who owned a ranch near Helmville, Montana established
the Peterson Meat Market on the right side of the main road through
Garnet leading up the hill" (Hammond 1983:16). Peterson brought up
beef, from his ranch, and he obtained pork and chickens from other
ranchers, selling them in his store. Later, Joe Sturgeon's meat
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market replaced Peterson (Hammond 1983; HRA 1981).

Riley Ritchey, Sam RItchey's nephew, lived near the
Anderson and Magone mine and he raised friers (chickens) for
his family (Hammond 1987). He also raised milk cows and sold the
butter and milk to the Garnet people. He later moved to Drummond
but continued to sell milk, butter, eggs, and vegetables to the people
at Garnet. The Dalbergs kept their own chickens and cow. After
1911, The Dalbergs moved to Bear Gulch and raised cows and
vegetables. He delivered fresh butter, milk, and vegetable to Garnet
people (Hammond 1983:38).
Fresh meat, milk, butter, eggs were available throughout the
year. During the summer, fresh vegetables were available also. The
mercantiles carried a variety of food items and nonfood goods.
Davey had canned goods and stable grocery items. Stables included
such items as dry beans, peas, rice, apples and pickles (Hammond
1983). It was impossible for these stores to carry a large inventory.
In order to buy items not sold at Garnet, the women often traveled to
Bearmouth where they took the train to either Missoula or Deer
Lodge. They would make several trips in the summer to stock up for
the winter months (Hammond 1983; HRA 1982). Most women planted
small gardens, gathered berries, and bought fruit. They canned the
berries, vegetables, and fruit for winter when the road down to
Bearmouth was hazardous.
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After 1900, mining activity decreased. Sam Ritchey was
unable to locate the rest of a faulted vein in the Nancy Hanks.
Rather than continue searching for it he leased the mine. The
Nancy Hanks and the Shamrock changed hands many times. There
were numerous attempts to revive mining activity at Garnet.
Investors from Colorado built a 20 stamp mill at Bear Town that
rejuvenated mining at Garnet for a short time. "The mill consisted
of an automatic sampling works, 20 stamp mill, with concentrators
and cyanide tailing plant" (HRA 1982:49). The mill did not operate
long. The investors had financial troubles and the mill closed. The
closure had a detrimental effect on mining activity at Garnet.

There were very few mines still in operation by 1905. The
population of Garnet declined, leaving 200 or so residents by 1912
(HRA 1982). A fire in that year destroyed a good portion of the
commercial buildings and since no one rebuilt, this marked the end
of Garnet's commercial growth (HRA 1982). World War One drew
numerous people away the town. They left Garnet heading east and
west to work in the defense industry beginning in 1917. A few
persistent miners remained working small claims. The saloons were
forced to closed in 1919 because of the Prohibition Act. By 1920,
Frank Davey had the only mercantile in town. The Post Office closed
in 1928. The depression did not adversely affect mining activity and
the town was again revitalized in the 1930s. When President
Roosevelt raised the phce of gold in 1934 unemployed people moved
to Garnet, thus increasing mining activity for a while (HRA 1982).
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In 1936, the population increased to 250 people (HRA 1982).
The Post Office reopened and the Garnet people hired a new school
teacher (Hammond 1983). The repeal of the Prohibition Act
attracted entrepreneurial men to Garnet and two saloons were
back in business. This period of slow growth came to an end at the
end of the decade. The preparation for World War Two was underway
and people left Garnet seeking jobs in the defense industry. By
1940, once again there were very few people left at Garnet. F. A.
Davey remained at Garnet until his death in 1947 and the auctioning
of his possessions in 1948 marked the end of Garnet's permanent
occupation.
The town was left unattended until 1970, at which time the
Bureau of Land Management (BLM) began managing the Garnet Mining
District (Clark 1990). The BLM's objectives are: "(1) to preserve
historic sites from destruction through deterioration and vandalism;
(2) to present the historic resource to the public as a unique
historical mining site" (HRA 1982: 54).

CHAPTER 4

TRANSPORTATION AND FOOD PRESERVATION
The questbn of why people eat what they eat is far from simple.
it is a complex one Involving a myriad of factors, ranging from
traditional foods, and individual preferences caused by childhood
experiences to problems of technology, availability of food in a
particular area, and social and economical considerations (Sanjur

1982:46).

Transportation

Routes

By the late 1870s and early 1880s, the availability of
transportation to remote regions brought a renewed interest in
opening new frontiers. Transportation routes emerged quickly
during the mining boom. These routes connected Montana's small
towns and provided access to neighboring regions. One route
connected with the Oregon Trail at Fort Hall and ran to the
Bitterroot, Deer Lodge, and Beaverhead Valleys (Malone, Roeder, Lang
1991). This off-shoot of the Oregon Trail later developed into a
major coach and freight route.

In 1857, Congress provided funds for a road to be built from
Fort Benton to the Columbia River near Walla Walla, Washington
(Billington 1949). The idea of a road was first proposed in 1883
when the new territorial governor of Washington traveled west to
take up his new post and scouted the area for a suitable route for a
transcontinental railroad. The Governor's assistant, Lieutenant John
Mullan, explored the Northern Rockies and discovered a potential
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route for a road. He convinced Governor Stevens that it was
feasible to construct a road from Fort Benton to the Columbia
River. Later, Governor Stevens ran for, and was elected to
Congress; and in 1857, he pushed the bill through that provided
the funds for the construction of the Mullan road (Malone, Roeder,
and Lang 1991).

The construction of the road began in 1859. Mullan, who was
assigned the task of building the road, started construction in
Washington territory. The first season, Mullan reached the St. Regis
River in Montana territory. The next year, he continued eastward
crossing over the Mullan Pass toward present day Helena (Malone,
Roeder, and Lang 1991). Mullan and his crew continued northeast
following the Missouri River and they reached Fort Benton in August
of 1860 (Billington 1949; Malone, Roeder, and Lang 1991).

The Mullan Road did not become a primary passageway. In
places it was not very wide, and it was rough, making wagon travel
difficult. However, it was an important route for prospectors, it
linked Montana's gold producing localities from Idaho and Fort
Benton (Billington 1949; HRA 1982; Malone, Roeder, and Lang 1991).
The road, most importantly, gave prospectors a passageway through
western Montana.

The Montana gold boom turned Fort Benton into a major river
port. Mining equipment and passengers were the main cargo coming
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up the river to Fort Benton and the boats would return down
stream loaded with gold and bison hides (Malone, Roeder, and
Lang 1991). The dominant freighting companies transported the
equipment and supplies to the mining camps. They used oxen and
mules to haul their freight. In 1867, Fort Benton peaked, bringing
approximately fifteen hundred passengers in thirty-nine boats.
Later, fewer and fewer boats docked each year due to diminishing
placer deposits and competition from the railroad.

in 1869, the first transcontinental railroad line was
completed. The Union Pacific-Central Pacific Line followed over the
old Oregon Trail from Omaha to Sacramento (Athearn 1971; Malone,
Roeder, and Lang 1991). The Union Pacific gained control of the
Mormon road, later named the Utah Northern, and built a narrow
gauge from Utah into Montana, the spur reached Silver Bow in the
fall of 1881. By December of 1881, the railroad entered Butte, and
crews continued working until they stopped at Deer Lodge in
February of 1882. The Utah and Northern-Union Pacific continued
laying line to Garrison were they expected to connect with the
Northern Pacific Railroad (Athearn 1971).
Congress established the Northern Pacific in 1864 (Renz 1980;
Smalley 1883; Winser 1889). Although the Northern Pacific received
the largest land grant ever given to any railroad, it was not granted
any government subsidies (Malone, Roeder and Lang 1991; Renz 1980;
Smalley 1883; Winser 1889). Therefore, the Northern Pacific
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managers requested the support of the Jay Cooke and Company to
administer the railroad's finances.

Before Cooke would agree

to help, he sent his men to explore the region that the Northern
Pacific would be built through (Renz 1980; Smalley 1883).

The reports that the banking house of Jay Cooke received
convinced them that the proposed undertaking was profitable (Renz
1980; Winser 1889). The railroad construction began in the summer
of 1870. By 1873, the road was completed from Duluth (at the head
of Lake Superior) to Bismarck, North Dakota. The western expansion
started in the Washington Territory, on the Columbia River. The line
reached Tacoma in the same year (Renz 1980; Winser 1889).
Financial difficulties in 1873 of Jay Cooke and Company stopped the
construction of Northern Pacific, but the Northern Pacific's
President and Vice-president were able to organize their company
and constructk)n resumed. During the years 1881 and 1883, the
work continued with vigor. The Northern Pacific line reached
Helena, Montana in 1880 and entered Deer Lodge in 1882. The east
and west Northern Pacific lines met near Gold Creek Montana in
September 1883. The country had its second transcontinental
railroad (Renz 1980; Winser 1889).

Montana mining companies waited eagerly for the railroad.
By the 1870s, accessible placer deposits were not easily found. To
continue mining gold and silver the companies needed to employ hard
rock mining techniques. The railroads revived interest in Montana
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mining and presented an incentive for miners to switch to hard rocic
mining. The Northern Pacific and Union Pacific provided Montana
mining camps access to the industrial centers of the east and the
west coast (HRA 1982). The railroad also provided a means for
miners to get their ore to the mills and smelters for processing
(Malone, Roeder, and Lang 1991).

TRANSPORTATION AND DIET
Food spoilage and fresh food availability were major problems.
Hot summers and cold winters limited the foock people could keep
for any length of time. Their diets did not improve until there were
improvements in safe food preservation techniques and distribution.

The railroad not only shipped ore and mining supplies it also
augmented the nation's diet by expanding the range of available
foods. Prior to the railroad, fresh food was generally available only
in its own growing area. Railroad transportation, therefore,
improved the diversity of people's diets. Root and de Rochemont
(1976:152) suggest that the railroad provided the nation with beef
which was tenderer, and tastier. Beef was cheaper than that to
which the nation had been accustomed. It was tender because cattle
which rode to market instead of walking to it did not develop such
tough muscles. It was tastier because the same lines that carried
cattle north and east also carried grain with which to fatten them
south and west. The meat was cheaper because they lost less weight
between pasture and slaughterhouse.
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Food Preservation
Before the 1840s, people throughout the United States did not
use perishable foods (milk, fresh vegetables, fruits, and meat)
very often (Cummings 1970; Root and de Rochemont 1976). The
summers in the United States were warmer than most European
countries in addition, people in the U.S. were not accustomed to
fresh foods deteriorating rapidly (Cummings 1970). Dr. Desrosier
lists the deterioration rate for some plants and animals after
harvest. He states that "the storage life (days at 70 ° Fahrenheit) of
fruit is one to seven days depending upon the fruit, for leafy
vegetables it is one to two days, and seven to twenty days for root
crops (Desrosier 1970:2).
Milk spoils even more quickly than fruit or vegetables at warm
temperatures. Many people converted milk into cheese and butter
which lasted much longer. Fresh fruits and vegetables were only
abundant during their growing seasons. Since most fresh fruit and
vegetables did not store well during the winter months, people
relied on the fruits and vegetables they could dry for instance beans
turnips, pumpkins, and prunes (Cummings, 1970). Apples stored well
and they generally lasted several months. Fruits other than apples
perished quickly and a majority of the people could not afford to
preserve them with costly sugar.
Before ice houses were common, fresh meat was not available
throughout the year. People slaughtered animals in the autumn
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months when it was cool enough to let the carcass hang. Autum was
generally the only time they would eat fresh meat. Most often, meat
was salted down and smoked. Pork, unlike beef or mutton, improved
in flavor when preserved as hams and bacon (Trager 1970).
Tasty smoked hams and bacon coidd be hung, and other parts of the carcass
immersed in a crock of brine, until needed. This salty meat was relished
by the hard working farmers, it is sakJ that because of its flavor value a
pound of bacon goes as far as three pounds of beef steak (Cummings

1970:16).

Between 1841 and the 1880s, the supplies of perishable foods
increased throughout the country (Trager 1970:393). The railroad
systems transported food more quickly from further distances.
Foods were no kmger restricted to their production area (Root and de
Rochemont 1976). Refrigerator cars expanded supply and demand for
perishable supplies. By 1842, fresh oysters were shipped Arom
Albany to Buffalo, New York. Once people discovered that
perishables could arrive safely, oyster shipments became a regular
service. Chicago, in the 1850s, had shipments of fresh fish, packed
on ice, arriving and being sold just days after fishermen caught it
from the east coast Root and de Rochemont 1976).
A breakthrough by Parker Earle increased the ability for
railroads to transport perishables. Earle designed a portable
refrigerator chest that could be filled with ice and shipped
(Cummings 1970). These chests were large and held more than other
chests on the market. He improved the ventilation system that
allowed the circulation cold air. Railroad companies used Earle's
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chests to transport fresh fruit from Florida to Chicago, Illinois. By
the 1860s, shipments were coming from Florida to the northern
states (Cummings 1970; Trager 1970; Root and de Rochemont 1976).
Eventually, the demand increased beyond the carrying capacity of the
chests and gave way to refrigerator railcars.

Refrigerator cars meant that more perishable foods could
be transported during the growing season. They also meant an
increased supply of food out-of-season (Root and de Rochemont
1976). The suppliers kept the perishables fresh with ice from the
northeastern states. By 1850, artificially produced ice replaced
this costly method. The ice making industry expanded to over 200
hundred plants by the 1890s.
Canning industry
Transportation improvements lengthened the availability of
fruits, vegetables, milk, and meat, but year-round supplies were not
possible until the development of the canning industry. The Civil
War emphasized the problem of safe food storage. A newspaper
article in the 1864 New York Tribune discussed this problem:
in spite of universal care and forethought millions worth of food are
destroyed daily through its actions, and innunwrable buffak)es and other
cattle are slaughtered for their hides, and the carcasses left to rot where
they fell because the conditions necessary to their preservation for food
do not exist Of Fruit and Vegetables, the annual loss by decay transcends
all estimate, all conception; and thousands fameh for want of the bounties
of nature which but a few weeks earlier, decayed and passed away before
their eyes, they being impotent to prevent the ruin (Cummings 1970: 66).

Women with plentiful access to fresh vegetables and fruit,
"put up" as much as they could for the winter months. They stored
their preserves in earthen jars until in 1858 when mason glass jars
appeared on the market. The glass jar enabled women to preserve
their food more efficiently (Root and de Rochemont 1976).
Availability was still a problem at this time as women had access
only to the produce in their neighborhood. The development of
transportation and the industrial canning industry expanded the
range of foods women could preserve and consume.

Nicholas Appert wrote an article in 1810 describing a method
he used for hermetically sealing jars (Anonymous 1943; Anonymous
1971; Bitting 1937; Cummings 1970; Teague 1980; Root and de
Rochemont 1976). Appert's method of preservation generated much
interest in the United States. In the 1820s, Underwood and Kensett
applied Appert's techniques and established the first canning
companies in the United States (Colin 1986; Cummings 1970; Rock
1984; Teague 1980). They used glass, but later both switched to tin
starting the first tin can industries in the United States (Root an
de Rochemont 1976).

The canning industry boomed (Cummings 1970; Root and de
Rochemont 1976). The first cans were cut, shaped, and soldered all
by hand. A tinsmith could produce 60 cans a day, but by the 1880s
machines were invented that could produce over 2000 cans a day.
There were many technological advances made in filling the cans.
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The first method of filling was through an opening in the center of
one end called the hole-and-cap (Rock 1984). The next improvement
was the hole-in-cap in which there was a small hole in the center of
the cap and a drop of lead solder sealed it. The advantage of the
hole-in-cap was that it allowed the container to be closed and
heated, driving off excess moisture and air through the small
opening (Rock 1984:99).

By the 1840s, numerous companies were canning a wide
variety of foods. Tons of canned fruit and vegetables were available
by 1863. These food items included strawberries, peaches,
tomatoes, sweet corn, fish, chickens, beef, and much more (Rock
1984; Root and de Rochemont 1976). In 1885, John Meyenberg
started using hermetically sealed cans for evaporated milk (Bitting
1937:737; May 1937:184; Rock 1984:103). Most of his cans had flush
tops and a small cap with a filler hole in the center. Fontana et al.
(1967:74) describes Meyenberg's can as having lips on the tops and
bottoms that overlapped the body of the can. The hole-in-top can,
introduced by Carnation in 1900, had stamped ends and a small
filler hole. This can is still used in today's milk industry.
The side seams of cans changed as well. The original seams
were lap and plumb joint. In 1888, Max Ams and his company made a
major breakthrough by introducing the double side seam. This seam
locked together and held the can together better than the first
seams (Rock 1984; Root and de Rochemont 1976).
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A Chicago company first used the key-opened, rolled, strip can
putting it to use for processed meat In 1895 (Fontana et al. 1962;
Rock 1984; Teague 1980). A new seal improvement, introduced by
Charles Ams and J. Brenzinger, crimped the top and bottom seams
forming a sealed double seam. By 1902, a sokJerless can was on the
market. An air tight container called the sanitary can replaced the
double seam process and it did not require soldering to seal it. By
1911, the sanitary can dominated the industry (Cruess 1948:37;
Fontana et al. 1967:72; May 1937:91; Rock 1984:106).

People in the United States were introduced to a wide variety
of foods as the canning industry grew (Cummings 1970; Root and de
Rochemont 1976). People were no longer dependent upon foods from
their own neighborhood. Because canned foods were easily
transportable, different goods were reaching remote mining areas,
"whose few inhabitants would otherwise have been reduced to local
resources, often scarce or monotonous" (Root and de Rochemont
1976:191).

Chapter 5

FORMATION PROCESSES

The process, by which faunat remains and artifacts become
part of the archaeological record is an important considerations in
subsistence studies. Recovered samples from the archaeological
record can be biased by processes known as formation processes,
recovery procedures, identification techniques, and quantification
methods (Reitz and Scarry 1985; Schiffer 1991). These biases
hinder the archaeologist's interpretation of the samples and affect
the reliability of their results. A recognition of bias sources is very
Important (Schiffer 1991). Because formation processes work in a
biased manner archaeologists can not take the historical record and
archaeological record at face value (Schiffer 1987). They must
assess the effects of formation processes and make necessary
corrections (Reitz and Scarry 1985; Schiffer 1987).
Michael Schiffer (1987) defines two kinds of formation
processes: cultural and noncultural. "Cultural processes are defined
as the processes of human behavior that affect or transform
artifacts after their initial period of use in a given activity"
(Schiffer, 1987:7). "Noncultural formation processes are all events
and processes of the natural environment that impinge upon
artifacts and archaeological deposits" (Schiffer 1987:7)
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Pre-depositionai

Influences

Artifacts before deposition are in systemic context, thus still
"participating in a behavioral system" (Schiffer 1987:3). These
artifacts are part of the historical record. A reuse process is an
artifact, in systemic context, that may change use, form, or user
after its original function (Schiffer 1987). The two varieties of
reuse I discuss include lateral cycling and secondary use. Lateral
cycling involves a change in user but not in form or use of the
artifact. Secondary use may involve a change in use and some
modification of form.
Schiffer (1987) does not elaborate on cultural formation
processes of faunal material. The following are just a few factors
that may influence the archaeological record. They include the
processes of butchering, preparation methods and the disposal of the
elements. Biases may exist in the record because of where
butchering took place, where the elements were discarded, and
where they were consumed. The different cutting tools may
introduce biases, as well. A cleaver can leave many unidentifiable
fragments, but bone cut with a saw may consist of larger fragments
that are more identifiable. Cooking methods may have an effect as
well. For example, roasting the bone is less damaging than boiling.
It is these practices of butchering and food preparation that can
influence the chance of finding faunal remains in the archaeological
record.
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Post-Oepositionai

influences

Once artifacts are thrown away, they are in archaeological
context, and influenced by other processes. If an artifact Is not
reused, discard is generally the destiny of the broken or unreusable
artifact. Primary and secondary refuse are terms describing the
location of discard. Artifacts used and discarded in the same place
are primary refuse and those discarded some place else are
secondary refuse.

Artifacts, once discarded do not always stay in the
archaeological record. The cultural materials in dump sites are
possible resources that the number of societies take advantage of
at some point. "Transformation of artifacts from archaeological
context back into systemic context is known as reclamation
processes" (Schiffer 1991:99). Scavenging, collecting, and
pothunting are three major reclamation processes I discuss.

Scavenging involves individuals within the society reclaiming
material remains in the archaeological record. Collecting is the
disturbance, transport, and removal of material remains from the
surface. Pothunting involves the reclamation, disturbance, and
transport of remains below the surface. Both collecting and
pothunting involve the transfer of the artifects from an
archaeological site to another place.
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AGENTS OF DETERIORATION
"Noncuitural formation processes act on cultural materials at
all times, both in systemic and in archaeological context, and are
responsible for what decays and what is preserved" (Schiffer
1987:7). The agents of deterioration by noncuitural processes in
archaeological context are the processes I discuss. These include
chemical, physical, and biological processes (Reitz and Scarry 1985;
Schiffer 1987). I examine the effects of these agents potentially
had on the tin cans and faunal material removed from the two dumps.

Bone
The best known chemical agent of bone deterioration is acid.
"For example, in forests decaying organic matter lowers the pH and
thus reduces the survival probabilities for bone near the surface"
(Schiffer 1987:182). Fossilization, another chemical process, is the
transformation of the organic material into a harder mineral
substance. Bone left on the ground surface weathers through the
combination of physical and chemical actions (Schiffer 1987).
Cracks appear longitudinally on the bone and continue to get deeper,
causing exfoliation. Eventually, the bone disintegrates completely.

The weathering process generally does not effect buried bone.
If weathering occurs, it is very slow compared to exposed bone.
Wet/dry and freeze/thaw cycles contribute to weathering. These
cycles produce the same type of longitudinal cracks as those
described for exposed bone (Schiffer 1987).
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Mechanical processes can affect bone. Water transport can
eliminate butchering marks and "they can occasionally produce
marks that mimic carnivore tooth scratches" (Shipman and Rose
1983:79). Carnivores and scavengers can wreck havoc on fresh
elements by transporting them away from the site. Bone can suffer
damage from trampling. "Because of the many effects animals can
have on bones, the archaeologist needs to carefully distinguish the
effects of such processes from human behavior In the assemblages
being studied" (Schiffer, 1987:189).

Metal
Corrosion is the process predominantly responsible for metal
artifacts deteriorating in archaeological context (France-Lanord
1976).

It is a chemical process that occurs with unstable metal and

the product of this process is "rust". Biological agents can aid in the
corrosion process as well. "Corrosion starts with the formation of a
thin film on the surface of the metal, and may eventually penetrate
the entire object" (Schiffer, 1987:191)
IDENTIFICATION OF FAUNAL REMAINS
Ideally, archaeologists need specialized training to identify
and interpret faunal material. They also require a good comparative
collection with specimens of all ages and both sexes. Pictorial
guides are useful, but they are generalized pictures and not good
substitutes for comparative collections. Archaeologists without
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appropriate training should treat assumptions made during the
identification process as biases (Reitz and Scarry, 1987).

Zooarchaeoiogy
During identification, archaeologists should note the age, sex,
modifications to the bones, count, weight, types of elements
present, side the elements came from, and taxon (Reitz and Scarry
1987:17). Quantification methods introduce biases and only provide
a relative measure of abundance. Common quantification methods
include bone count, bone weight, minimum number of individuals, and
meat weight estimates.

Sample Size
"In interpreting biological materials and artifacts, strict
attention should be paid to sample reliability" (Reitz and Scarry
1985:21).

Sample size is one aspect of this reliability. Grayson

(1978) demonstrated that small faunal samples are unreliable
indicators of human subsistence activities, if the sample size is
small, minimum number of individuals, bone count, and diversity and
equability will probably be incomplete and inaccurate (Reitz and
Scarry 1985). Although small samples are problematic, they are
useful tools in investigating patterns of human behavior (Reitz and
Scarry 1985). The methods, relevant to Garnet, will be discussed in
the following chapter.

Chapter 6

ANALYSIS OF SUBSISTENCE PATTERNS

Michael Schiffer (1988:477) states, "archaeological inference
is the process of assessing and synthesizing diverse lines of
evidence to produce well founded statements about the past (e.g..
chronology, diet, social organization, climate)." Assessing and
synthesizing the evidence to produce statements about diet takes
place in the context of a research design.
A research design is an explicit plan for solving a problem or set of
problems, it is a plan that must contain theoretical goals in the form
of a specific problem or hypothesis, relevant analytical variables, and
specifications of data that will allow empirical testing (Goodyear. Raab
Klinger 1978:91).

The artifacts, faunal remains from the Garnet dumps, and
written documents provide building blocks for reconstructing
subsistence patterns. The data is used to investigate these patterns
that influenced the Garnet people concerning how, where, and when
they acquired their resources. The examination of the
archaeological material and documents may illustrate nutritional
adequacy for the Garnet residents.

in this chapter I will address each research question and the
biases that influence the archaeological record. It is important to
note that the two dumps do not represent every food item used by
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the Garnet people. They do represent resources consumed and
thrown away at the two dumps.

Written Documents
The study of documentary sources (inventory records and day
logs) suggest that the people of Garnet had access to a variety of
food; were not dependent upon local resources. Davey's inventory
book, 1900 through 1904, shows his suppliers came from various
distances such as Walla Walla, Washington and St. Paul Minnesota
(Appendix A). The supplies Davey ordered were diverse. The Garnet
people were not solely dependent upon Davey's store. Other
merchants sold food items at Garnet but there are few known
records available for any comparison.

The inventory records written on order slips state that fresh
and canned goods arrived by railroad at Bearmouth. Davey ordered
fresh peaches, strawberries, blueberries, pie cherries, eating
cherries, and mason jars. Hammond (1987) and Morin (personal
communication 1994) both mention that wagons from Garnet picked
up supplies from Bearmouth for the mercantiles. They also note that
women planted small gardens producing some fresh vegetables and
canning huckleberries, jams and fruit.
The Moss, Davey, and other day logs reveal that the Garnet
residents (Appendix B) bought stables and canned goods. Items, from
the Moss August 1895 day log include flour, salt, beans, canned milk,

canned salmon, oysters, and sardines, bacon, and ham. Fresh
fruit was rare. The documentary evidence suggests that canned
fruits and vegetables were probably easier to ship to the Garnet
community. People could keep foods longer in cans and not worry to
much about seasonal conditions restricting food availability. By
1900, the town was established and Oavey's inventory reveals that
this trend of relying on canned foods gradually changed to include
more fresh produce.

The day logs and inventory records are not complete. They
depict only six years of Garnet's history.

The known records only

represent two stores, Davey and Moss. There were a number of
stores at Garnet, for example, the Garnet Cash store and Peterson's
meat market but there are no price lists or inventory records for
either. A good portion of the information on the logs and records is
illegible. The appendices (A, B) represent a very small sample of
foods bought.

Faunal inventory
Table 6.1 through 6.4 gives the classification of faunal
remains and artifacts recovered from the Mountain View dump and
Sierra dump. The relative frequencies of the archaeological
materials are used to test hypotheses about the subsistence pattern
reflected by the Mountain View dump. The pattern may be the result
of different activities that took place, or the result of predepositional and/or post-depositional influences (Hardesty 1981;
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Reitz and Scarry 1985 and Schiffer 1987).

There are 633 identifiable faunal bone elements and over
200 unidentifiable fragments. The fragments are not analyzed at
this time. Cattle (Bos taurus) are the most frequent animal
preferred (Table 6.1, 6.2). Pig and sheep-goat contributed to the
archaeological record as well. The University of Montana does not
have a comparative collection containing pig, sheep, or goat.
Therefore, I did not distinguish between sheep or goat. From
illustrations (Lawrence 1951; Ryder 1969; Olsen 1960; Schmid
1972) , I tentatively identified pig, sheep-goat. Since I could not
positively identify pig, sheep-goat the data is categorized as Sus
and Caprine (sheep-goat). I did identified one sheep skull and sheepgoat complete femur, and coxai bone (David Dyer, personal
communication 1994).

A saw was used in the butchering of the faunal material from
both dumps. The points of disarticulation were smooth with
striation marks. Frank Fitzgerald (personal communication 1994)
said that the town did not have electricity until the 1930s. The
smooth cut marks suggest that a power saw was probably used. A
circular saws powered by steam or water were available and most
likely used if the faunal elements were butchered at Garnet. Ham
and beef loin were shipped to the Davey Mercantile but the records
doe not show if there were pre-cut for sale (Appendix A). It is
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Mountain View Dump
Fauna! Inventory
Table 6.1
Anatomical Element
Horn
Skull/Maxilla
Mandible
Atlas/Axis Vertebrae
Distal Ulna/Radius
Carpal/Tarsal
Metacarpal/Metatarsal
Astragalus
Calcaneus
Phalange
Cervical Vertebrae
Lumbar Vertebrae
Sacrum
Rib
Humerus *
Distal Humerus
Proximal Humerus
Proximal Ulnaradi
Tibia *
Proximal Tibia
Distal Tibia
Thoracic Vertebrae
Pelvis
Sternum
Scapula
Femur *
Distal Femur
Proximal Femur
Total

Bos Taurus
14
35
20
6
2
4
16
6
1
14
3
3
1
154
2
5
1
2
3
1
2
11
5
0
14
3
3
2
387

Sus and Caprine
0
20
1
0
1
14
10
1
1
30
0
1
2
103
2
7
3
3
6
4
3
1
15
0
8
10
8
14
268

* transverse cut

& k w V : , IS f i a w f *
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Sierra Dump
Fauna! Inventory
Table 6.2
Anatomical Element

Bos Taurus

Horn
Skull/Maxilla
Mandible
Atlas/Axis
Distal Ulnaradi
Carpal/Tarsal
Metacarpal/Metatarsal
Astragalus
Calcaneus
Phalange
Cervical Vertebrae
Lumbar Vertebrae
Sacrum
Rib
Humerus *
Distal Humerus
Proximal Humerus
Proximal Ulnaradi
Tibia *
Distal Tibia
Proximal Tibia
Thoracic Vertebrae
Pelvis
Sternum
Scapula
Femur *
Distal Femur
Proximal Femur

4
4
0
0
0
0
1
1
0
0
0
0
3
1
1
0
2
2
0
0
2
0
1
1
0
0
0

0
0
1
0
0
0
0
0
0
1
0
0
0
2
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
2
0
1
0
0

Total

25

7

* transverse cut

Z

Sus and Caprine
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unknown if the fauna! material collected from the dumps represent
butchered meat from Garnet or meat shipped from suppliers.

The butchering pattern is very similar to the cuts of meat
found today. Roasts type cuts for pig and sheep-goat were generally
unmodified proximal long bones. Cattle olecranon processes of the
ulna are cut off and then the bone is cut 2 to 3 inches further down
the bone shaft. The femur is generally cut across the shaft near the
trochanter minor and again 2 to 3 inches below the first cut of the
femur. Roast were also cut from the innominate pelvic bones.
Sawed pelvic bones are present at the Mountain View dump.
There are a number of individual servings reflected by sections
of sawed bone. They are identified today as round steak, T-bone
steak, pork chop, lamb chop, blade steak, and ham slices. Generally,
the vertebra is split when the animal is cut in half and then cut
along the transverse plane. The presence of elements below the
radius and tibia suggests that butchering took place at or around the
Mountain View dump area. It is also possible that meat cuts were
purchased from all quarters and discarded at this dump.
I used the data from table 6.1 and 6.2 to classify the elements
into high, medium, and low value. The cut values relate to the
proportion of quality meat available on an element. An example of a
high cut value is the femur. The butchered meat from the femur area
is called the round. Boneless round from a 250 pound side of beef
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weighs approximately 45 pounds (Rombauer and Becker 1973). Other
high value cuts include the scapula, pelvis, sternum, and thoracic
vertebrae. Low value cuts are from the hind and forefoot and the
skull. Medium value includes all other elements. The tibia and
radius, medium value meat, are called the shank. The hind shank
(tibia), including the bone, weighs approximately 10 pounds and the
meat is tough.

Medium value meat cuts predominant at the Mountain View
dump. Ribs (Table 6.1) represent 53 percent of the total for the
cattle and 50 percent of the pig and sheep-goat total. Generally, the
ribs are cut 2 to 3 inches in length and a butcher can get 2 racks of
short ribs from a steer. Because a rack of ribs is generally split,
the medium value cut are exaggerated.
Artifact

Inventory

Tin can analysis "can contribute to a wider understanding of
the ways in which mankind adapts to new and challenging social and
natural environments while retaining many elements of an already
familiar cultural repertoire" (Rock 1984:97). Table 6.3 and 6.4 give
the dimensions of the collected tin cans. Also noted are can
contents derived from known or estimated sources. There are a
number of references from manufactures about can content, but can
manufacturers shipped their cans to packing companies who could
fill them with anything they chose (Teague 1981:98). I used canning
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Mountain View Dump
Classification of Artifacts
Table 6.3
Class: Food Containers
Too Diameter
A. Type:
2 15/16"
3"
2 15/16"

Height

Can Tvoe

Total Represented

Condensed/Evaporated Milk
3 5/16"
Milk
3 5/16"
Milk
4 6/16"
Silcot Evaporated
Milk

B. Type:
4"
4 1/4"
6 3/16"

Fruits and Vegetables
4 11/16"
No. 2 1/2
4 7/8"
No. 3
7"
No. 10
Industrial size

C. Type:
3 7/16"

Vegetables or Juice
4 8/16"
No. 2 Special

D. Unknown
4 7/16"
4 6/16"
4 14/16"
4 7/8"
61/16"

4 7/8"
5 5/16"
5 1/2"
5 8/16"
6 12/16"

7 3/16"
6 3/16"
71/16"
6 8/16"
7 4/16"
612/16"
2 8/16x4 12/16x9 13/16"
E. Known Non-Food
5 1/4"
5 1/2"

Pry out lid
X cut & all around
cut
Spout
All around cut
Spout
K screw top
Tobacco
Pry out lid

25
6
3

2
2
1

7
1
1
1
2
3
2
1
1
1
2

" Indicates inches
References: Anonymous, 1981; Bitting, 1916 and Teague, 1980
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Sierra Dump
Classification of Artifacts
Table 6.4
TOD Diameter

A. Type;
215/16"
215/16"
3"
215/16"

Height

Can Type

Total Represented

Condensed/Evaporated Milk
Milk
3 5/8
Milk
3 5/16"
Milk
3 5/16"
Milk
4 6/16"
Close to 'Tall' size
4 6/16"
'Tail' Evaporated Milk
16 oz.
14 1/2 oz (pre 1931)
3 3/8"

3"
3"

7
4
4
1
1
1

B. Type:
4"
4 3/16"

Fruits and Vegetables
4 3/4"
No. 2 1/2
4 7/8"
No. 3

C. Type:
3 6/16"

Fruits, Vegetables, Soups, and Specialties
4 8/16"
No. 2 Special
7

D. Type: Fish
4 5/16"x3 1/I6"x0145
E. Unknown
3"
3 5/16"
4 1/4"
4 5/16"
4 2/16"
6 3/16

3 4/16"
51/16"
4 12/16'
5 5/16"
4 12/16'
7 3/16"

Sardine

XCut
Spout

" Indicates inches
References: Anonymous 1981; Bitting 1916; Rock 1984 and Teague
1980
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trade books to get can type, but there are a few specimens that did
not match.

All cans are older than the modern style of cans (sanitary).
The food container specimens from the two dumps were either holeand-cap or hole-in-top. Milk cans are the most frequently occur
ring can. It is not possible to distinguish what kind of milk was in
the cans (condensed or evaporated). They have
similar textures and both only require small puncture holes to
remove the liquid (Anonymous 1981).

ANALYSIS RESULTS
In this section I review and address the research questions
outlined in Chapter 1). Again, these questions Include:
(1) what information can the written record provide?
(2) did isolation and high cost restrict their choice?
(3) can the faunal evidence provide evidence of social status?
Isolation and Cost
Isolation and high costs are factors that may have influenced
the choice of resources bought and consumed. The analysis of the
archaeological evidence (Table 1 and 2) and the written documents
(Appendix A and B) suggests that isolation did not restrict what was
available. Davey's orders to Minnesota and Washington support this
assertion. The inventory records from Davey's store, suggests that
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winter snow and spring rain did not isolate the community from
major population markets.

The different inventories demonstrate that the mercantile
owners had access to outside markets. Hammond (1987) and HRA
(1980) mention that women made summer railway trips to
Missoula and Deer Lodge procuring provisions for the winter
months. These summer trips suggest that distance from markets
did not restrict their food resources. Davey ordered a wide range of
fresh and canned goods all year around. The archaeological data
suggests that people did purchase canned fruits, vegetables, and
milk similar to the canned foods purchased by Davey for his store.

The interviews with Frank Fitzgerald and Mary Jane Adams
Morin (personal communication 1994) support the written records.
They recall that their parents made trips to Missoula for supplies.
Fitzgerald's ^ther had a store. He remembers his dad having food
shipped via the railroad and purchasing food by the case. He also
remembered that Davey got some supplies from the Missoula
Mercantile.
Restrictions due to cost are difficult to infer from the faunai
material. There are neither written documents for the meat market
nor was meat sold very often at the mercantiles. There are general
prices for the canned, fresh, and stable goods. I would suggest that
improved transportation routes (Northern Pacific railroad and the

China Grade) and the booming canning industry icept prices at
moderate rates. Prices were probably higher at Garnet than in a
larger commercial area, such as Missoula, but people paid for the
convenience of a local store.

Colin (1986) discusses the incredibly high price of foods at the
beginning of the California gold rush. The forty-niners grumbled but
they paid the high prices. Later, the prices dropped from very
high (oysters a dollar apiece) to an affordable 20 cents per can,
much to the distress of the merchants (Colin 1986:90). "Captain
Howe wrote that upon his arrival in San Francisco he found, the
market to be extremely dull" (Colin 1986:98). It seems that supplies
arrived regularly stabilizing the market.
I tentatively conclude that isolation and cost did not greatly
limit their resource choices. The residents of Garnet had access to
fresh and canned good throughout the year. The oral interview and
written record demonstrate that people could travel to major
population centers and buy for the winter.
Social

Status

The proposal that consumption or avoidance of certain foods
can correlate with status is based on a number of factors (Reitz and
Scarry 1985). They include symbols recognized by the community
(e.g., conspicuous consumption) and access to valued goods.
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it is difficult to detect social status differences from the
fauna! remains recovered the Mountain View dump. The recovery of
phalanges, carpals, tarsals, metacarpals, metatarsals suggest that
butchering took place in or around this dump, but the origin of the
faunal remains is unknown. Looking at meat value (Table 6.5)
suggests that there was a higher use of medium value meat cuts. It
is important to note that there were a large number of short ribs (2
to 3 inches in length) present (Table 6.1). Since the rib was cut, a
butcher could get a number of short ribs from one rib (Steinback,
1994). This over abundance of ribs introduces a bias into the
archaeological record.

I suggest that social status cannot be inferred using the
limited sample of recovered faunal remains from the two dumps.
From the evidence, I cannot conclude what symbols the community
associated with high status. Furthermore, the archaeological
evidence suggests that access to goods was not restrictive. Without
written documents noting who used the dumps it is unlikely that the
relationship of social status to food can be inferred. "It is most
important with animal remains to find the rubbish source, since
their real importance can only be assessed when the type of
establishment from which they came is known" (Green 1961:51-54).

The study of the faunal material sample from the Sierra dump
is too small for a status assessment. Grayson (1984:117) states

Mountain View Dump and Sierra Dump
Meat Value
Table 6.5

High
Mountain
View Dump

Sierra
Dump

Medium

77

328

11

9

88

337

Low
196

12

208
Total

that, "samples intuitively that appear to be 'too small* are rejected
as the basis for statistical manipulation."

Chapter 7

Summary and Conclusion
Food is inseparable from the behavior and biology of the human
species and from the adaptation that humans have made to the
conditions of existence on the planet (Colin 1986:x).

Several research questions were generated to infer
subsistence patterns at Garnet. I tested these inferences using the
archaeological record from the Mountain View and Shamrock dumps
and oral and written records. By combining the archaeological
record with documentary evidence and oral interviews a picture of
the subsistence system emerged. Consideration was given to the
processes that are important to the formation of subsistence
patterns: cost and distance from a major population center and
social status.

Written Record
The use of various types of written documents proved to be
essential. These documents increased my understanding of
important questions about patterns of food use and consumption.
The sources most valuable for Garnet were local histories and
mercantile records. The documentary evidence suggests that Garnet
residents had access to the same food items as the rest of America
(Chapter 4). The review of the local histories, day logs, and
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inventory records presented in Appendices A and B demonstrate
the role of the railroad and new food preservation technology had
on (Chapter 5) the subsistence pattern at Garnet.

At the beginning of Garnet's Growth, canned goods were
important. Gradually, as the town grew, more diverse foods were
imported. Residents had a fairly secure supply line; therefore, they
did not need to depend solely on growing their own fruits or
vegetables. The mercantiles provided for their needs. If a store did
not have certain items, people could get it at Missoula or Deer Lodge.

Cost and Isolation
One aspect of food cost is travel. Proximity to resources is
one way to reduce cost. Technology offers ways to reduce cost as
well. Garnet residents were fortunate that by the time the town
was founded there was a railroad, the China Grade, and a booming
canning trade. Documentary evidence shows that Davey ordered
goods from as far away as Minnesota as well as locally in Missoula,
suggesting that isolation was not a negative factor in the
subsistence pattern.
The day logs provide the cost of some items. For example, one
can of salmon cost 25 cents and one can of milk cost 20 cents.
These prices were probably considered high but not beyond the
means of the Garnet people. The archaeological evidence shows that
people purchased canned goods and butchered meat, but it does not
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tell from whom the goods were bought or the quantity.

Social

Status

There is no observed correlation between social status and
meat cut value at the Mountain View dump or Shamrock dump;
however, the archaeological evidence is not conclusive. The
Mountain View sample is biased for medium value cuts for cattle,
pig, and sheep-goat. Taking this bias into account, there are still
more low value elements than high. Since the sample is small,
statistical analysis is not reliable and social status cannot be
determined using high meat cuts. Documentary evidence for social
status is not available for the Garnet resident using the Mountain
View dump. The records can not provide any evidence to support the
inference that high meat values correlate to social status at this
dump.
There is no documentary evidence discussing which residents
used the Shamrock dump. The archaeological evidence is too small.
Since evidence is unreliable, I cannot draw any conclusions for
social status with the data from this site.

CONCLUSION
The research for this thesis has shown that there are many
directions which can be explored using the data from the Sierra
dump and Mountain view dump. With additional archaeological
material it should be possible to examine the archaeological
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material and documentary evidence more closely and reliably. It
would also be useful to study additional dumps from Garnet in
order to see whether the archaeological material from Mountain
View dump and Sierra dump are typical for the entire community
and time period. Individual household dump material, from Garnet, is
stored at the University of Montana. I did not have access to this
material.

This additional archaeological material could provide

enough data to quantifiably test social status and the effects of
cost and distance.
The data base for the subsistence patterns of the Garnet
residents is small but other hypotheses and ideas could be tested.
These ideas and hypotheses include the importing, the purchasing
and comsumption of exotic food items shipped to Garnet (exotic
foods not mentioned in Appendices A and B). A comparison of the
Garnet material with a contemporary urban community is another
idea that could be tested. Local papers (mercantile advertisements)
are sources that would provide useful information fbr this
comparison.
The directions I presented for further research are not
exhaustive. They demonstrate that more research is needed in
historical mining town subsistence patterns.
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APPENDIX A
Frank Davey's Inventory Book
1900-1904
LINDSAY AND CO.

HELENA, MONTANA

October, November, and December, 1901
1 Box Bannas
25 Baskets Concords
2 Boxes Apples
10 Bacons
1 Case Honey
20 Pounds Popcorn
10 Boxes Bellflower Apples
1 Box Peanut Bar
3 Dozen Eggs
1 Box - 150 Navel Oranges
January, February,
Yankee Peanuts
2 Box Soda Crackers
1 Brick Figs
1/2 Box Graham Wafers
1/2 Box Cocoa Bars
1 Box Aust. Peanut Taffy
1 Box Hot Tamale

5 Dozen Eggs
1 Case Honey
10 Baskets Concords
Oysters
2 Boxes Broccoli
1 Brick Figs
2 Boxes Chocolate Creams
1 Dozen Cantaloupes
1/2 Barrel Kraut
Cranberries
March, 1902
Assorted Steaks
1 Box Bananas
1 Box Fancy Navel Oranges
1/2 Box Vanilla Wafers
1 Box Chocolate Dip
Caramels

April, May, July, and August, 1902
1 Pckage Bajo Beans- 77 Pounds
1 Box Fancy Navel Oranges
1 Dozen Eggs
Bacon
5 Pounds Jawbreakers
1 Brick Butter

2 Boxes Fresh Lemons
13 Dozen Cabbages
1 Box Apples
1 Box Rhubarb
10 Dozen Onions
1 Box Assorted Creams
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continued
1 Pail peanut Taffy
5 # Sugar Coated
Almonds
2 Boxes Peaches

Cauliflower
160 # Melons
1 Box Walnuts
2 Dozen Eggs
14 Small Melons
RE COBB

ST. PAUL, MINNESOTA

October, November, and December, 1902
2 BX Cheese
24 # Duck
5 Cases Fresh Eggs
1 Box Cream Cheese
30 # Geese
82 # Turkey
26 # Duck
33 # Geese
5 Cases Eggs

1 Case Eggs
161# Turkey
49 # Geese
10 Cases Fresh Eggs
161 # Turkey
25 # Duck
69 # Geese
259 # Turkey
28 # Duck
151 # Spring Chicken

ALL GOODS SENT TO BEARMOUTH VIA NORTHERN PACIFIC
CHLOPECK FISH CO.

SEATTLE, WASHINGTON
May 1902

1/12 # Salmon Kip Chinook

LUTEY BROTHERS GROCERS.

Sent to Bearmouth
Northern Pacific
BUTTE, MONTANA

October, and November, 1900
1 Roquefort

1 Brie
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continued
15 # Eng. Walnuts
1 Box Pears

25 # Pecans
November, 1901

200 # Turkeys
5 # Duck

38 # Hens

April, May, and June, 1902
2 Dozen Oysters
Jam
3 Bot. May. Dressing
43 # Turkey

1 Whole Butter
30 # Turkey
1 Case P.P. Cereal

JOSEPH BOWDEN

CORVALUS, MONTANA

October 17, 1901
220 Scks Spuds
5 Scks Carrots
10 Scks Onions

WALLA WALLA PRODUCE CO.
June, July,
2
5
1
1
1
1

Cases Cantaloupes
Dozen Plums
Box Cucumbers
Case L.D. Cherries
Box Turnips
Box Peas

70 Scks Rutabagas
10 Scks Cabbage

WALLA WALLA, WASHINGTON
August, 1902
3 BX Tomatoes
6 Cases Cantaloupes
3 Boxes R.A. Cherries
1 Box Beets
2 Boxes Rhubarb
1 Case Gooseberries
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GRIGGS, COOPER AND CO.

ST. PAUL, MINNESOTA

August 22 and 23, 1902
2 Boxes Sea Rose 2 # brk Cod Fish
1 Case Dom Quat # Sardines
1 Scks #47 Japan Rice
Sent on Refrigerator Car

DAVIDSON GROCERY CO.

HELENA, MONTANA

September 26, 1901
50 # Bouron Coffee

2 Scks Sugar

February, August, and December, 1902
10 # Can Schillings Baking Powder
1 Drum Santos Coffee 55#
2 C/S 8 oz. Rooster Oysters
2 C/S Easter Seeded Raisins
January, and October, 1903
2 C/S Fig Prune Cereal
5 # Is Lalla Rook Tea
1 Case 1# Tall G.A. Salmon
2 C/C W.G. Corn

5 # 1/2 SK Lalla Rook Tea
1 Case Fig Prune Cereal
5 # 1# Salada Tea

March 15, 1904
1 C/S Pioneer Tomatoes
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FOLEY BROS. AND KELLY

SEATTLE, WASHINGTON

January 29, 1904
1 Bbl Lge Fam. Mackerel
ARMOUR COMPANY

CHICAGO, ILLINOIS

September, and October, 1902
1 Hind Beef Quarter 153#
20 # Pork Sausage
1 Sheep
1 Beef Loin 3 #
2 Loins

A.F. BRAY

1 Four Quarter Beef
1 Pork Win.
1 Mutton
1 Hog

BUTTE, MONTANA

May, and August, 1903
1 Case 3# Baked Beans
1 Case Peaches Sliced
10 # M & M Tea
1 Box W.H.B's Chocolate

August, September,
10 Cases June Peas
1 Case Pears
1 Scks Japan Rice
1 Case gal Blueberries
2 Cases Tomatoes
5 Cases Columbia Cream
Sent by Railroad

1 Case gal Blueberries
1 Scks Beans 85#
5 Cases Columbia Cream

November, 1904
1 Case Peaches
1 Case Banner Oats
1 Case Lobster 4 doz.
10 Cases Gold Medal Corn
10 Cases Corn
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MISSOULA MERCANTILE

MISSOULA, MONTANA

November 13, 1901
1/4 Dozen Ham Loaf
1/4 Dozen Cottage Loaf
1/4 Dozen Beef Steak Onion
1/2 Dozen Boneless herring

1 /4 Dozen Veal Loaf
1/4 Dozen Beef Loaf
1 Dozen V. C. Soups

January, February, and March, 1902
3 Kegs Syrup
1 Dozen C.C. Sardines
10 # Schillings Baking Powder
1 Dozen Raspberries
Pie Cherries
Pumpkins
3 Boxes Macaroni
1 Quart A.S. Lemon Extract
1/2 Dozen Horse Radish
1 Box Figs White
25 Gal Vinegar
2/3 Dozen Mustard
2 Scks Large ham
1 Sck B.F. Bacon wide

2 Dozen Dom. Sardines
6 # Cocoa
1 Dozen Strawberries
1 Dozen Peaches
Plums
Squash
1 Box Spaghetti
1 Quart A.S. Vanilla Extract
1 Crate G.B. Ham 104 #
1 Dozen Boneless Large
Herring
2/3 Dozen Cinnamon
1 Sck Med. Ham

June and October, 1902
Utah Tomatoes
1 Box Macaroni
1 Sck Lima Beans
1 Dozen Dev. Ham
2 Scks Med. Ham
2 Dozen Rowa Corn
23 Cans Peas
16 Cans Oysters
2 Cans Cinnamon
10 Cans Vinegar
44 D.S. Ham
34 Ham

1 Box Vermilion Noodles
1 1/2 Bbl Pigs Feet
1/4 Dozen Kip Herring
20 Scks Sun Flour
1 Sck B.F. Bacon
5 Scks Sugar Beets
55 Cans Beans and Corn
1 Can Hominy
10 Cans Tomatoes
Onions
10 # Bacon
1 Sck Corn meal
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continued
19 Scks Flour (Star Flour)
1 Pt. A.S. Lemon Extract
20 # Lard
45 # Rice
28 # Bacon
1/4 # Ground Nutmeg
32 # N. Beans
8 Scks Sun Flour

# Indicates Weight in Pounds

10 # Apricots
1 Pt. A.S. Vanilla Extract
50 # of 1 # Salt Bags
54 # ham
1/2 # W.H.I. Pepper
100 # Rutabagas
10 # Evap Apples
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APPENDIX B
SAMPLING FROM THE MOSS STORE, DAVEY STORE, AND
ANONYMOUS DAY LOG BOOKS AND INVENTORY BOOKS
1895, 1900, AND 1904
MOSS STORE (Date unknown)

Total Price

5 1/2 Doz Eggs
1 Box Celery
1 C BP Powder
16 # Ham
LI Radish
6 C Milk
1 Doz Oranges
4 # Peaches
2 C Honey
28# Sugar
24 # Beans
5 1/8 Bacon
8 # Butter
12# Onions
4 # Coffee
1 Box pepper
4 # Salmon
1 Doz Lemons
7 # Apples
5 # Apricots
2 Loaves Bread
8 # R. Berries
5 # Lard
1 bol Catsup
1 Case Com
1 C Oysters
2 Box Sardines
6 C. Tomatoes
1 Box Crackers

$1.40
$1.00
$ .50
$2.24
$ .25
$ .90
$ .60
$ .60
$3.20
$2.80
$1.45
$ .73
$2.40
$ .45
$ .75
$ .25
$ .60
$ .50
$1.05
$ .75
$ .20
$2.00
$ .50
$ .50
$2.90
$4.56
$3.00
$ .90
$2.88

# Indicates Weight in Pounds

74
Moss Store

1895

Total

9/ 1 Can Milk
5 # Bacon
12/ 1 Can Fruit
1 Can Corn
1 Can B Powder
23 LB Sugar
2 1/2 LB Butter
1 Doz Can Milk
3 Doz Eggs
2 LB Coffee
1 Can Oysters
2 Cans Sardines
5 LB Onions
14 LB Ham
2 Cans Tomatoes
2 Cans Peaches
1 Can Salmon

$ .20
$ .75
$ .25
$ .20
$ .40
$1.84
$.65
$1.75
$ .20
$ .50
$ .20
$ .20
$ .15
$1.92
$ .30
$ .50
$ .25

1900 Inventory

Total

2 Com
11 " V. Sausage
2 # Br. Cod
10 # Seedless Raisins
6 Cans Salmon
6 Cans Cayenne (4 oz)
6 Cans Cinnamon
7 Cans Allspice
2 1/2 gallons Honey
48 # Rice
340 # Navy Bean
203 # Bayo Beans
8 Doz Schillings B Powder

$ .20
$1.10
$ .45
$1.35
$1.08
$ .99
$1.00
$ .49
$1.20
$3.36
$17.00
$10.15
$26.88

75
Davey's Store
50 Spuds
Box Apples
50 Sugar
1 Butter
4 Doz Eggs
50 Flour
5 Onions
Cabbage
6 Cans Salmon
19 LB Ham
Can Pumpkin
Can Tomato
4 Cans Milk
Can Cinnamon

1904

Total
$1.25
$1.50
$3.65
$ .65
$1.20
$2.00
$ .50
$ .25
$1.15
$3.04
$ .15
$ .20
$ .45
$ .25
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